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Dr. Sydnor Completes Book

Soldiers Of Destruction
3n Utemnrtam

Soon To Be Released
ByCONNIE BARBOUR
Dr. Charles W. Sydnor, Jr., an
Assistant Professor of History at
Ix)ngwood has just added another
facet
to
his
list
of
accomplishments. Dr. Sydnor
has written a book titled Soldiers
of Destruction The SS Death's
Head Division.
1933-1945,
published
by
Princeton
University Press.
The book elaborates on the
history evolved about one
individual
of
the
SS
Totenkopfdivision, or the SS
Death's Head Division, a military
formation that emerged basically
out of the SS guard units that ran
the concentration camp system
in prewar Nazi Germany. The
book traces the evolution of the
division from its origins in the
prewar
SS
system,
the
concentration camp system. Dr.
Sydnor explained that, "The book
analyzes the influences of the
concentration camps on the
mentality of the men who served
in the division and how that
particular
political
and
ideological set of experiences
influenced the division's combat
performance."
The
book
explores the ". . .impact this
particular type of ideological
development had on the quality,
the ferocity, the ruthlessness
with which the division fought."
A good bit of the book is devoted
to an analysis of the various
campaigns in Europe in which
the division participated, such as
the Battle of France in the
summer of 1940. Beginning with
the invasion of the Soviet Union in
June of 1941 the Death's Head
Division fought exclusively
against the Red Army, until the
German collapse in the May of
1945. "So you have the creation
and evolutional development of a
fanatical SS unit, powerful
militarily, that is committed to
what really is the ultimate

Disliiifiiuisln'il

purpose of Nazi Germany, the
destruction of what the Nazi
called the Jewish Bolshevik
subhumanity, the Soviet Union."
Dr. Sydnor's great understanding
enabled him to analyze the
thinkings of the world controllers
of this time period which caused
them to commit the acts they did.
In his analysis of Hitler's motives
Dr. Sydnor confirmed that "Hitler conceived of the Soviet
heirachy in the Soviet Union, and
the Jewish world conspiracy
against Germany as being one in
the same thing. SS divisions were
particularly employed in the war
against the east since Hitler
conceived of this as an
ideological struggle, a crusade in
a sense. The German campaign
against Russia was meant not
only to defeat the Red Army in
battle, the classic objective of one
state in a war with another state,
the campaign in the east was
really a war of inihilation. The
objective in winning the war was
not just to defeat the Red Army
but to smash the Soviet State and
exterminate the Jewish and
Slavic peoples whom Hitler
regarded as the biological basis
of the
Bolshevik system of
power. Hence, this division had a
consistently important and very
conspicuous role militarily in the
war against the Soviet Union.
Dr. Sydnor's interest in this
aspect of history is rooted in his
early life. He had originally
chosen the topic of the SS for his
doctoral
dissertation
at
Vanderbilt in 1967, ten years ago.
He was attracted to this topic
particularly because so much of
the revisionist or apologist
literature for the SS in the period
since the WWII had tried to ". .
portray these SS divisions as
simply German army divisions
that happened to wear field gray
uniforms instead of green
uniforms, and the SS soldiers
were really a little different from
the other soldiers who fought in
the German armies." In proving

his assumption Dr. Sydnor took
one particular division and"
constructed
an
intensive
analysis. He found the SS to be
much different than the
composition and behavior of an
ordinary army unit. "The
Death's Head division was one of
the most reliable and one of the
most famous military formations
of the entire war. It was an elite
formation. . .You had a
combination of ideological and
personal circumstances that
produced a superbly, equipped
and fanatic military unit that was
capable of the most ruthless kind
of conduct against the enemies of
Nazi
Germany."
The
Totenkopfdivision
was
commanded by people who had
developed careers in the prewar
assess. The commander, Theodor
Eicke, in particular, had a
definitive influence upon the
development of the German
concentration camp system. "He
was the man who literally trained
the senior wartime SS officers
who ran the extermination
camps." "Eicke is a figure who
has been little known in German
history until now. The book in a
sense is a kind of biographical
profile of him, because his
influence was so important on the
concentration camps.
His
personality
was
indelibly
imprinted on the character of the
Death's Head division."
The book has taken Dr. Sydnor
ten years from the initial decision
to work on the topic until its
publication this month. The book
is just now off the press and out of
the binder, though it has not
officially been published yet. The
official publication date is
December 1. It should be
scheduled
for
syndicated
reviews, probably by the New
York Times Sunday Book Review
section sometime in December,
the Washington Post Book World,
and also advertised in historical
(Continued from Page 8)

Service .-iivurils
STUDENT FLECTION FOR COLLEGE

t'rvsi'nivtl lix
Hoard Of P iniloru
On Thursday, November 3, the
Board of Visitors presented the
Distinguished Service Award to
four members of the college
community. Those honored for
their service were Major B.B.
Hamaker of the Military Science
department, Mr. T.H. Yeatts
with A.R.A. Slater, Police Chief
Smith.
and
Senior
Gay
Kampfmueller.

MASCOT
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 16
9A.M.-7 P.M.

Vote in the Kotunda
or the Snack Bar
The Lancers
Or
The Blue Jackets
No Write-ins Please

iKattfleen Ann ^cott
Nuucmhcr 1U. 1U77

Voznesensky - Soviet
Audiences Go Wild
By BRIDGET SCHEKZ
For a literary figure who has
weathered his writing career
ihrough the wax and wane of
government approval, Andrei
Voznesensky finds himself riding
the wake of a Soviei fanfare of the
type that, in this country, is
usually reserved for rock stars,
movie heroes and super jocks.
And within the laurels of artistic
superstardom
arc
often
entangled the briars of the
unusual experiences that seem
almost to be part of the crown.
Consider ihe scene a few
months ago in Moscow when a
teary-cyed young women broke
through the crowd of admirers
and pleaded with Voznesensky
for a ticket into ihe arena in
which he was to appear. Inside,
according to the poe'. "people
were packed so close together
they could barely move." Ttkl
one of his appearances can
command a house of 12,000 people
and that his books, issued in
quantities of 100,000, are an
instantaneous sellout, are
indications of his own popularity
as well as the emergence of the
poetic artform in the Soviet
Union.
Although he has never been
catagorized with such dissedenls
asSolzhenitsyn, Voznesensky has
not found himself immune to the
changing political temperment
toward open expression in the
arts.
His
most
explicit
government reprimend came in
I be early 60's when Khrushchev
told him to get out of the country.
Asserting his personal and
artistic idenity as a Russian,
Voznesensky replied, "I am a
Russian poet and I am not going
anywhere." Even after rnid-196.'i
when the hostility toward poets
and their craft had slackened and
popular poetry had mushroomed

into ihe substantially viable
movement thai it is today,
Voznesensky. as other proinincni
literary figures, was si ill held in
check.
In l%7 when an American lour
b) I lie poet was canceled on
political grounds. Voznesensky
penned a firery indignation which
appeared in the editorial page of
ihe French newspaper. I.n
Monde. In retaliation the Soviet
government withheld publication
of his books for a period of three
years A more recent, though less
dramatic, instance of political
"discretion" used m screening
material for public consumption
occurred a few months ago A
satirical piece that Voznesensk;,
bad delivered to a large audience
• in the Russian legacy of wailing
on line to buy virtually anything
was deleted from ihe television
taping to IM' shown to audiences
at home
Peter Osnos, in his article in
The Washington Post, accounts
for Vozncsensky's durability as
artist in what he describes as a
sense of balance that the poet
maintains
between,
'the
integrity of his work and the
pressures for political orthodoxy
in a Communist state." It is
perhaps this additional concern
thai inspires the poet. His motto
lo creation in fact may seem
strange at first to those who do
not automatically infer the
suppositions and logic behind it
"Long live failure!" the poet
exclaims. It is a somewhat
startling echo of the age-old
observation that discontentment
provides man with the itch, and
to satisfy it he has got to scratch.
Voznesensky applies this to the
consequences of his own success;
"Sometimes I feel that one must
'Continued from Page 8)
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Dr. Etheridge Discusses

Longwood Junior Killed
In Auto Accident
Miss Kathleen Ann Scott, a
longwood junior, was killed in an
automobile accident Thursday
night, Nov. 10. According to the
report from State Trooper D.L
Holland, the accident occurred at
11:25 p.m., on Rt. 15 south, one
mile out of Karmville.
Also occupying the car were
three Hampden-Sydney students
and another I/wgwood student.
Susan Lynn Curyear, a I/mgwood
junior, was Miss Scott's
roommate She was admitted and
released
from
Soulhside
Hospital, and is now at her home.
The driver, David G. Graham, is
from Baltimore, Md., and is a
wnior at Hampden-Sydney. He
iiiffered a neck injury and was
released from MCV Friday

morning David H. Fletcher, of
St. Albans, W. Va., was admitted
io Southside Hospital and soon
after released with no injury. The
fifth passenger was Jonathan S.
Pananas, a H-SC freshman from
Orange. He underwent an
operation, Friday morning, for a
blood clot in his brain. The
operation was successful and at
last report he is in stable
condition with no permanent
damage
Miss Scott was the daughter of
I apt ami Mrs. Austin B. Scott, of
Virginia Beach. An art major,
she was a member of Alpha
Sigma Tau sorority. The funeral
services were held on Saturday,
Nov. 12, at the Kmanuel
Kpiscopal Church, Va. Beach.

Working Together
For Education
ByGI-ORlAAVKRY
Educators throughout the
nation arc observing American
Kducalion Week this week.
November 13-19 The theme for
the week is "Working Together
for Kducalion." The Student
(Education Association on camous
is taking an active part in
American Kducation Week.
The
Student
Education
Association had a reception for
all Dmgwood student education
majors
Monday
night.
Educational materials were
available lo students at the
reception Today, the Student
Education Association will eat
lunch with the visiting committee
of

i he

National

Accreditation

Council of

of

Teacher

Education. This committee will
he on campus to review our
carher education program.
Kappa
Delta
Phi.
the

Kducation Honorary, will
sponsor a business education
speaker Thursday night in
Bedford at 7 p.m.
American Kducation Week has
been observed annually since
1921. Future educators should
express concern in today's
I'ducat ional system. If they do not
concern themselves with the
schools, they are forfeiting some
of the responsibility they share
for the future of their community
and country. On the other hand,
interest and care can help
minimize the pressures of
current crises; and it can lighten
the darkness of the unknown that
lies ahead.
National sponsors of American
Education Week are the National
Kducation Association. The
American Legion, National
Congress of Parents and
Teachers, and United States
Office of Kducation.

PI li Beta 1 ambdu
I rave Is To
(

Oil IV r< II vv

By KAY COLEMAN
The Phi Beta lambda Southern
Region leadership Conference
was held in Hot Springs.
Arkansas, during November 5
hrough 7. Ixmgwood College was
represented there by Betsy
Whidden. Susan lewis. Rhonda
Kiggina, Cindy Chapman, and
Miss Sarah Lowe Thompson, one
of the Phi Beta I-ambda advisors.
These
five
Longwood
representatives attended many
learning seminars while at the
conference. The Secretarial
Seminar was conducted by Susan
lewis, president of the Phi Beta
Lambda chapter here at
I AMIg wood.
They were entertained by a
banquet and a dance, and they
came in contact with such
notable personalities as the
Honorable Paul Dietrich of the
Missouri
House of Representatives Mr.
Deitrich
offered the keynote address at
<he conference.

SUPPORTAMERICAN

John Marks

EDUCATION WEEK

Uncovers

November 13-19, 1977

The C.I.A.

Till HOD RODGERS DANCE COMPANY - Performing in
Jarman Auditorium last week, from New York, the company is ime of
the first American dame companies under the direction of a black
artist to establish a base of recognition for something other than
exclusivel) ethnic or traditional Afro-American styles The scope of
the repertoire ranges from sensuous abstractions, which are
spectacles of movement and color, to more literal dance drama and
social commentary, to unique percussion play s.
Photo by Jo Woo

John Marks, die 32-year old coauthor i with Victor Marcheltii of
•The CIA and the Cull of
Intelligence." is a graduate of
Andover, Cornell and Vietnam,
where he spent 18 months as a
civilian
advisor
to
the
Vietnamese government. Back
home in 1%8. Marks was
assigned
to
the
State
Department's
Bureau
of
Intelligence and Research. In
1969, he became assistant lo
Slate's intelligence director and
watched CIA operations from the
point of view of a cooperating
service He was serving as an
aide to Senator Clifford Case, a
liberal Republican from New
Jersey, when Marchelti asked
him to collaborate on the book.
Pursuing his fascination with the
CIA, Marks, who works at the
(enter for National Security
Studies In Washington, has
recently been exploring the
clandestine labrinths of CIA
economics. Outside the CIA, he is
thought to be the world's leading
expert
on
CIA
COVOf
organizations
and
secret
corporations which he discusses
here.

"The Neighborhood Mint 59
Dr. Elizabeth W. Ktheridge will
give the second Faculty
Colloquium I<ecture at IiOngwood
College for this academic year.
The public is cordially invited
to hear her discuss the topic,
The Neighborhood Mint:
Dahlonega in the Age of
Jackson" on Wednesday evening,
November 16, at 7:30 in the
Molnar Recital Hall, Wygal
Building.
Dr. Ktheridge states that her
lecture deals with the quarter
century following 1835 when
Congress
authorized
the
establishment of a Branch of the
United States Mint at Dahlonega.
Georgia. Dahlonega was then a
brawling settlement on the edge
of the frontier where America's
first gold rush was underway.
•The Branch Mint was organized ostensibly to help
alleviate the nation's chronicshortage of specie." she stated."
and ihus was a part of President
Andrew Jackson's War on the
Second Bank of the United
States."
Bm. even though more than
$6.(100.000 in gold coins were

minted there, the Branch Mint
"was more closely identified with
that
enduring aspect
of
Jacksonian democracy, the
spoils system. Georgians saw the
Branch Mint not so much as part
of the Nation's monetary system
but rather as a neighborhood
institution in which they had a
proprietary interest and a
natural right to office."
Dr. Ktheridge, associate
professor of history at I/Migwood,
holds the B.A. degree in
journalism from the University
of Georgia, the M.A. from the
University of Iowa, and the Ph.D.
in history, also from the
University of Georgia.
She is the author of 'The
Butterfly Caste—A social History
of Pellagra in the South,"
published in 1972 by the
Greenwood Press as part of the
Contributions in American
History series.
In 1974 and again in 1977. Dr.
Ktheridge was the recipient of
summer study grants from the
National Kndowment for the
Humanities.

The clogging workshop, the first of its kind, was popularly
received last week.
Photo by Jo Woo

Longwood Represented
At English Meeting
library. These are just two
examples of the honorable guest
Is language sensible or speakers that were present.
But those from I-ongwood not
nonsensible? Is literature a
salvation
or
ruin'.'
Are only attentive to the guest
standardized tests a use or speakers' theories of teaching
misuse? These are just a few of Knglish to today's student; they
the topics that Dr. Sneller's also bombarded with the worries
Teaching of English 480 class and anticipations of Knglish
found extremely interesting at teachers from all over the state.
the Virginia Association of With just a foot in the door of the
Teachers of English IVATKI English field, the future Knglish
meeting held November 4&5. teachers gave insights on
1977, at the Richmond Hyatt expections of students, parents,
other teachers, and the school
House
Those, along with the Drs. boards. As the various talks and
Snellers and Dr. Douglas, who discussion groups ended, the)
represented Ixingwood College had feelings of relief, assurance.
were Jeanette Booker. Jan Ixine. and encouragement.
they
began
Brenda Ragsdale, Meryl Phelps. Immediately
formulating
in
their
heads
new
Sandy Haga. I-eslie Boatwright.
ideas
for
the
future
Knglish
and
myself.
They
were
introduced to well-known Knglish teacher and tomorrow's student.
educators such as Stephen The VATE meeting was a
Dunning, who is Past President beginning step to interchanging
of the National Council of ideas among educators near and
Teachers of Knglish, famed poet, far For those who are interested
and editor of several books, for in finding out what teaching of
example. Reflections on a Gift of Knglish is all about, the next
Watermelon
Pickle.
Also event is a workshop, "Teaching
presented to the group was Writing," on March 3-4, 1978, at
William Stafford, an anthologized the Richmond Hyatt House,
poet, whose poems are included sponsored by the National
in several books in Ix>ngwood's Council of Teachers of English.
By SHEKIK RAGSDALE
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'Hey! You're The New
Major At Longwood!'
By Margaret Hammersley
...I was getting madder and
madder. She was in the back
cleaning a big coffee pot, and she
knew I was waiting because my
car was the only vehicle in the
parking lot. Finally she turned
around, and when she did,
pointed her finger at me and
exclaimed, 'You're the new
major at Ixmgwood!' And there I
was standing at Jax in
Cumberland."
The new Major, tall, dark
haired and mustached, is Bryant
Bonner, "B.B." Hamaker, Major
United States Army. On loan
from the Military Science
department at the University of
Richmond, Major Hamaker is the
R.O.T.C. instructor here. He
teaches two sections, of Military
Science 101 on Wednesday and
Thursday afternoons to 40
freshmen and sophomores.
To look at the multi-colored
bars on his dress uniform, one
would think he was born in
fatigues, yet February 1978 will
mark only his tenth year in the
service.
A native of Portsmouth,
Virginia, he was born in 1940, and
grew up in the city. Upon
graduation from Woodrow Wilson
High School, he attended
University of North Carolina on a
football scholarship. In 1963 he
graduated from Old Dominion
College a physical education
major.
Before enlisting in the Army in

1966. Major Hamaker had played
professional football with the
Norfolk Neptunes, and had
taught and coached at Norfolk
Academy.
The Major's enlistment in the
Army has been a rather peculiar
one. When asked why he joined
the service, he replied, "I felt an
obligation, a duty, to the
country."
With the promotion to Corporal
E-4, he was selected to attend
Officers Candidate School at Fort
Benning, Georgia. With the
commission of 2nd Lieutenant
Infantry, he left the States for the
Republic of Vietnam, where he
occupied the positions of Platoon
Leader, Company Executive
Officer,
and
Company
Commander.
After
being
wounded he was medically
evacuated to the United States in
1968.
Following a short period of
hospitalization, he requested to
be returned to Vietnam where he
served as an assistant G-2
(General Staff Intelligence),
formulating tactical operations.
Why did he want to be on the front
line fighting? "Because I'm a
soldier." During the time he
spent overseas there was much
turmoil and protesting at home.
What was his reaction to the
situation? Striking a match he
responded, "I wasn't there to win
a war." He lit his Camel and
leaned back in the chair, "I was

facts of the past, is not
particularly interested in writing
about the figures who have been a
part of Powhatan since its
formation. "I hope that I'll do
something that most people who
write county histories do not do."
By this, Mr. Couture means that
he intends not to get involved in
geneology. About the format he
says, "It is not going to be a
geneological work, and it's not
going to be a glamonzation
work...and it certainly isn't a
military history. It's really going
to be how Powhatan operated
politically and how it reflected
state and national issues." He
hopes to show how the county
reacted to things such as the
revolution, integration and war.
"There are some fascinating
elements that really are more
political than it would be just a
matter of listing families and who
lived where. As an historian I
really don't go that way "
Mr. Couture is cataloging
houses in Powhatan; something
that the landmarks Commission
hasn't gotten around to doing. He
says that there are some very
important places in Powhatan.
and has been asked by the
Historic landmarks Commission
to recommend houses that he
thinks should be put on the
historic landmarks. He is
cataloging them by their
architectural importance.
I think the nicest thing about
doing Powhatan is that I really
feel that I'm the only person in
the last six months who's really
knocked on doors, and gets to
meet people," said Mr. Couture.
He takes pictures of the people
and their houses, and remarks.
"They're very friendly people."
"The thing I'm doing that's
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defending their right to protest."
Did he ever question the war? "It
wasn't my place to question the
act of Corgress or the President.''
Back in the United States in
1969 to be hospitalized again, he
could not return to the fighting. In
1970 he medically retired from
the service.
The injuries he sustained from
the war were injuries to his left
hip and leg bone structure. After
his
second
period
of
hospitalization the bones had
failed to knit correctly,
consequently, he could not walk
without the aid of a cane.
In the following two years
Major Hamaker taught with the
Major Hamaker, recipient of a Distinguished Service Award for
Portsmouth School System, and his initiation of the Army R.O.T.C. program. Photo by Dave Phillips
at Virginia Episcopal School. He
recalled that when he began instructed R.O.T.C. there, excited about IiOngwood. "You
teaching in 1970, "I couldn't even acquired his Masters of walk down the halls and the kids
run a lap around the field." It was Education of the University of smile and say 'Good Morning'. In
then that he decided to rebuild Virginia, and has initiated the many schools spirit is generated
the left side of his body, and R.O.T.C. program here.
by a football team or a track
recondition his entire body. In
Major Hamaker views the Ix>- team; Ix>ngwood doesn't have a
1970 he began running. Within ngwood
program
as
a football team or a track team, but
two years, the man who
"management
leadership it has a spirit!
previously could not walk without avenue, applicable to any field."
Except for Wednesday nights,
a limp, was running 14 miles a Perhaps its greatest selling card the Major resides in Richmond
day.
is that it has "a built-in with his wife Betty and two
"In 1972 I returned to the experience factor unlike any children, Bonner aged nine, and
Physical Examination Board, other program." More than Helen aged seven.
laid my cane on the table and pleased with the program so far,
In addition to his running five
said, 'You can have this back.' '
he comments, "I came up here in
The Major was reinstated with August looking for 25 kids; I've miles every day. Major Hamaker
the 9th Infantry Division, Fort now got 40!" Projected plans for enjoys hang gliding, canoeing
I>ewis, Washington.
next semester include three and camping
Now in his third year at the sections of the next level course,
The Major calls himself "a
University of Richmond, he has and one section repeating this soldier." and justly so. yet he is
semester's course.
also a man of compassion, good
He's excited about the future of nature, and wit. with an
the Ix)ngwood program, and he's indescribable zest for life.

Mr. Couture Explores Faces Of
The Past In Powhatan County
By MARY DUNAVANT
If you want to find out about a
place that has produced
everything from white lightning
lo wheat, and claims to have the
only spider museum in the world,
then
you're
in
luck.
Richard Couture of Ix>ngwood's
history department is writing a
book on the history of the place—
Powhatan County- a job that has
provided him with what seems to
have been a summer of both
interesting and exhausting
research.
This is the year of Powhatan's
bicentennial, and the Powhatan
Historical Society wanted to have
a bicentennial history written.
The historical Society hired Mr.
Couture, who chose Billy
Brightwell as a research
assistant. Mr. Brightwell was a
graduate student here last year
and is now the head resident of
Tabb-French.
They started at the end of Ma)
to go down to see the county
records. "You've really got to get
back into the records and read.''
said Mr. Couture. And. indeed,
they read. Powhatan's records
liir all the way back to 1777.
when the county was formed,
with the exception of one order
book that was missing right after
Civil War reconstruction set in.
"We read 36 Powhatan County
court order books. They are, I
suppose, 2l2 feet wide and about 3
feet tall, and each one contains
600 pages. They also read 9 large
County court books... "That
meant that between the end of
May and the last week of August
we read about 25,000 hand written
pages," said Mr. Couture.
Mr. Couture, a man who has a
wall in his office devoted to the
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most interesting is that I am
asking the people of Powhatan to
go into their attics and their
basements and their closets, and
bring out stuff that's just
basically not available. He seems
to have an understanding of
people in Powhatan, and their
natural reluctance to lend out
certain materials. You have to
win their confidence." he says.
"Once you've done that, they
then trust you...it slowly opens up
and people will respond." He
comes across things such as
original land grants and early
pictures—things that don't exist
any more."...so you Xerox them
rather quickly before they're
lost."
Mr Couture said. "I think that
my being there has surprised
i hem. The Count) Clerk, for
example, really was surprised
i hat I was spending all I hat time
with those books. He couldn't
understand 'hat. Thai was verj
si range to him. I think they're
very surprised that the) 've bitten
off a professional historian who's
joing to give them a good run for
r monej
How do the people feel about
this history that is being written
about them.'
Mr. Couture says "I think
they're looking forward with
anticipation because they don't
know what this book's going to be
like. They've never had a history
before."
The first rough draft of the
book is due in the spring. Mr
Couture is now writing chapter
two. "I can forsee long evenings
of typing and week ends that are
lost," he says.
When I told Mr. Couture that I
was looking forward to seeing his
book, he replied, "Me too."

I? \( K BY POPl'l \R Dl \1\NI)

jon ims
in Concert
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SPONSORED B\ S-t'N

New Music Education
Scholarships
B\ KKAV I SMAI.I.

Beginning this coming spring,
Music Education majors in thenjunior year will be eligible tor the
Emilj Clark Music Education
Scholarship. Miss Clark taught
music education and piano here
at IiOngwood from 1946 until her
retirement in 1972 A native of
Karmville, Miss (lark had
attended l^ongwood for two
yean receiving a diploma in
This scholarship will be
awarded to the student who
shows the most promise as a
future music educator. In order
io be considered for this
scholarship, a student must have
a 3.0 overall average and fill out a
form stating his background,
activities, and contributions in
the field of music. By vote, the
music department faculty will
select
the recipient of the

scholarship. The scholarship will
be awarded during the second
semester lo be split over both
semesters of the student's senior
eai
The amount of the
scholarship is not a set amount ii
will depend on money taken in
from concerts held in the fall
Uist month An Evening of
Music from the Romantic
Period" was presented with
proceeds going toward the
scholarship fund. These concerts
will all feature period music The
amount of this first scholarship to
be awarded was estimated by Dr.
James McCray to be around %'M).
According to Dr. McCray. most
of the scholarships offered to
music majors are performance
oriented." Performance is a
factor in determining the
recipient but, added l)r McCray,
"The teaching end of it is what
we re most concerned with."
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FROM THE EDITOR . .
C-rations, M16's and M60's were new experiences
tor most of the students enrolled in Military Science
101, yet Army R.O.T.C. and experiences such as the
Fort A. P. Hill trip are more than fun and games.
listed in the catalogue, Military Science has no
prerequisite, yet there are a few understood
prerequisites, and perhaps the most demanding is
responsibility. Responsibility may grow in degree, yet
cadets must possess and exhibit a certain amount of
responsibility from day one of their training.
Not only do cadets possess and grow in
responsibility, but they take pride in it. And the college
takes pride in it. This year is Longwood's first
experience with Reserve Officers Training Corps, and
although G.I. Josephine may seem humorous at first
glance, R.O.T.C. and its cadets is quite a serious
program. The years of learning and observing and
commanding builds not only responsibility, but
leadership. And the reaching effects will extend far
beyond military service into any professional field.
The military is a very serious business, whether
one chooses it for life, or for a few years only. It takes a
certain kind of person to willingly adopt its manners
and philosophies. I.ongwood should indeed be proud
that there are students on this campus who display
those qualities demanded by such a program, and who
sincerely strive to better their characters in such a
way.
Fortunately, the commanding officer supervising
the program is one who embodies the ideals and
character of the program himself A most sincere
man. Major Hamaker is one from whom the cadets
may seek guidance and look to with respect.
R.O.T.C. is good for Longwood.

«?/>&«
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Commentary

Student Desires Increased
Black Awareness
By CARLTON WHITE
Evaluating the past often finds
that in the growth of society,
development of societal thought;
a cultural idealism. This cultural
idealism as society advanced was
fostered by the epoch of colleges
and universities; subsequently
an intelligensia formulates
concepts broadening the entire
social sphere. The colleges and
universities of society are
analogous with our natural sun;
as the sun gives life to earth,
colleges ure the sun of society
nourishing its cultural growth.
Ixmgwood College has a unique
role to play in the growth of
cultural idealism in our society.
American society is one
developed under the concept of

sexism and racism. Women in
America have just decided that
they are liberated and many of
the men espouse the "back to the
kitchen theory." Blacks in
America
are
covertly
discriminated against, and have
failed to understand the value of
cultural education relating to
their American experience and
forgotten African roots.
When IiOngwood opened its
doors to men, its structural
society shifted. Viewing the
general climate of American
society, complications between
the
sexes
would arise.
Traditional life of the college was
altered with the presence of the
stereotyped dominate male.
Blacks on the campus
intertwined in all this cultural
agitation are the figurative Rip

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
From Virqinians
For Bonds
Dear Editor:

We have come lo the close of
what has been one of ihe most
important and exciting elections
0 face i he people of the
Commonwealth of Virginia. For
i hose of us who are in college, the
Students for Bonds campaign has
provided an opportunity for
thousands of us to play an
unprecedented role in ihe
determination of the direction,
and the outcome, of a crucial
campaign.
We would like to take this
opportunity to thank the many
students at Ixmgwood College
who have worked on behalf of the
Bonds. Without exception, they
have campaigned with eagerness
and enthusiasm out of a
conviction that what they were
doing was in the best interest of
the Commonwealth. No student
was paid for his work in any way
other than with the deep sense of
personal satisfaction that comes
from a job well done. The
substantial increase in absentee
ballot voting directly links the
sweeping victory we scored on
election day lo the fine work
Students for Bonds did on every
campus across this slate.
We would also like to thank all
the students who took ihe lime to
register and vote for the bonds on
election day. Your votes have

helped to place Virginia squarely
on the road of responsible
progress.
We are proud of all the students
who have worked so tirelessly
and who have accomplished so
much for Virginia in this election.
We feel that this campaign may
well have established a real
political watermark for the
young people of this state that
portends real promise for the
future of the Commonwealth. It
has been our great honor to be
associated with each and every
one of you.
Sincerely,
Kenneth V.Geroe,
Cochairman
Stephen C. Mahan
Cochairman

Memories
Dear Editor.
I would like to express my
appreciation to those juniors and
others responsible for presenting
ihe Ring Dance on November 4,
1977. I thought the lower dining
hall was arranged beautifully
and the addition of an
exceptionally good
band.
Crimson, produced an ebullient
atmosphere.
Bach year the Ring Dance is
open to all members of the
student body and not just the
junior class. It is one of the very

Energy Conservation Requested
"In the bank, or out the
wmdow."
[jongwood
is
continuing the battle against
soaring energy costs Students,
faculty, and the staff are urged to
avoid waste m water, heat and
electricity, With everyone
cooperating, we can save
thousands of dollars. Ixmgwood
has been working closely with
VEPCO officials and our Division
of Engineering to render our
educational facilities more
energy efficient. For example.
the installation of storm windows
in Hiner building, Grainger and
Kuffner complex. Several other

storm window projects are
planned
Suggestions concerning energy
conservation should be addressed
to Dr. Peele, Mr. Paul or Mr.
Henderson. In the meantime, as
an
aid
for
continuing
implementation
for
Ihe
Governor's directives calling for
reductions
in
energy
consumption, the following
suggestions offered
1 Use lights only when
necessary. Turn out lights when
leaving area do not leave lights
burning in unoccupied spaces. If
at all possible, please turn off

Van Winkle of our society. One
wonders if a true black social
consciousness will ever be a
reality on campus, replacing the
facade of
black
social
consciousness now evident.
Efforts should be made to
encourage the proliferation of
black studies. The only way any
group of people can benefit
society, is through the realization
of their particular social
consciousness. Then these people
can emerge to further the general
society.
The student body of Ixongwood
should be the vanguards of a new
cultural idealism. An idealism
which eradicates sexist and
racist thought permanently from
our society. By destroying these
two evil idealogies society can
grow to a higher plane of ideals.

lights burning in corridors,
lobbies, etc., during daylight
hours. Lights in stairways in
Residence Halls must be lighted
for safety and security.
2. Thermostats and other
control devices will be set to
maintain a minimal comfortable
temperature in heated spaces 168
suggested) except in the
Infirmary and other areas where
a higher temperature is
necessary
for
technical
requirements.
:?. Blinds, shades, drapes or
other window covering should be
kept closed at night in order to

reduce the heat loss through
windows. Advantage should be
taken of the sun's heat and light
by opening window coverings and
admit sunlight during the day.
4. Please close windows when
you leave for the day and
particularly over week ends.
Every dollar saved on
electrical, water and heal
consumption is a step in the right
direction toward reducing total
college-wide operating costs and
ultimately a reduction in costs for
students.

few semi-formal dances thai
Longwood has. So therefore
everyone is encouraged to attend
for sheer enjoyment. I know that
others, like I who attended, were
glad ihey did. It is the tradition of
the annual Ring Dance and
various other activities that a
future longwood alumni can
reflect with happy memories.
Sincerely.
Sherie Ragsdale

Installation Of

Inter-liampua
Phones
Free inter-campus phones will
soon be installed in strategic
locations around the campus,
legislative Board felt that there
was a definite need for the
phones. Research began, prices
were obtained and the results will
soon be seen. There was an
unforseen problem about an
additional part that was needed,
but
the
administration
understood the need, and paid the
extra price.
The locatons for the phones are
as follows: Rotunda, second
floor, French Gymnasium,
I^ankford Building Recreation
Area. Bedford Auditorium,
Banquet Room, Campus Police
Office, Cabin, Her Gymnasium,
and Jarman Auditorium.
The Cabin and Banquet Room
phones are the only ones that will
have numbers and that will ring
internally. Cm all other phones
only outgoing calls can be made.
The Campus Police telephone
may only reach the Infirmary by
dialing 331.
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Young Minds Create
"Puppet Magic"
By JAN TURNER
and DEBBIE MOUL
"Nervous? You shouldn't be
nervous. They really don't bite,"
remarked Doris Evans, as she
stood among a troupe of loud and
vivacious children. Doris is one of
the many art students who is
assisting a special class that will
enable her to practice teaching
art in elementary school. An
after school workshop for young
people, called "Puppet Magic"
began Wednesday, October 19 at
the J.P. Wynne Campus School,
and will continue until November
16. Ii has served first through
sixth
graders
from
the
surrounding Farmville
community.
The program "emphasizes the
necessity for art for children."
said Jaqueline Wall, workshop
supervisor, "Ii also provides
lal)oratory experience before the
students start to teach. The
situation is a more typical one,
like real school." There was an
enrollment of 24 students, but one
dropped out after two sessions.
We usually have waiting lists
for the elementary workshopsand more than we can take,"
remarked Mrs. Wall.
Children involved in tne
program have been groupeo
together like a family. The
younger ones make up one group,
while the older ones make up
another. Each group has done a
variety of shows, but each show
depends on the maturity of the
child. Mrs. Wall commented that
"They had to act so dependently,
that the older kids acted as
teachers." The shows to be
presented on Monday, November
21 consist of shadow puppets,
hand puppets, and rod puppets.
The first two meetings
explored how puppets came into
existence as a part of man's need
to control the bewildering
environment by giving life to
inanimable objects. Masks with
moving parts were the first forms
of early animations and were
used in ancient ceremonies in
rituals. These became the rod
puppets, which were used to
"instruct and amaze." They were
made from natural materials.
In later workshops the children
learned about the vast variety of
shapes and materials that hand
puppets were made from. For
entertainment's sake, drama was
enacted by the puppets. Shadow
plays such as The Three Little
Pigs and The Ugly Duckling were
created. Mrs. Wall questioned the
children about where shadow
puppets derived from. "It's when
the cavemen saw their own
shadow," one child replied. They
realized that shadows make
movements, and then they could
make the shadow perform and do
different things. The shadow
plays are yet another form of
human communication and
expression which began in Asia
around one thousand years ago.
They will be performed behind a
wooden screen covered with a
sheet. A light glows in back of the
sheet, enabling the puppets to
appear as shadows to the
audience.
The children taking part in the
workshop
seemed
very
enthusiastic about the puppets,
as well as their upcoming

performance. At times they were
a little too excited and were hard
to handle, but nevertheless they
were devoted to the show and
were undoubtedly creative. One
little girl named Kimberly
remarked that "I've enjoyed
what I've been doing. I play the
old woman in The UglyDuckling!" she proclaimed with
a beaming smile. Another girl
named Tangela was indeed proud
of her puppet, but tended to be a
bit shy about her feelings:
"Yeah, I've kinda liked it. I'm the
mother duck in The Ugly
Duckling." Rebecca Walsh
commented "I've had a lot of
fun!"
During a later workshop, the
children were divided into three

classroom situation. The children
are more relaxed and at home
here" Another future teacher.
Michelle Kugate. also feels the
program has been well worth its
lime. "Not only can we practice
leaching, but a lot of the children
can come out through their
puppets."
The art department-sponsored
workshop has proven lo be
successful. The students planning
io be teachers have learned about
classroom situations and the
aspects of leaching too. (letting
along with the children and
studying their behavior has also
been studied. The children "have
produced a wide range of
different shows. They have been
partly motivated by their own

Youngster prepares for puppet production of "The Ugly
Photo by Lori Felland
Duckling."
separate groups to work on
scenery. Sure enough, mass
confusion and noise arose, but
lasted only until they found
themselves busy again. The first
table captured a tropical scene,
with lots of grass, palm trees, and
even a rain forest. Bright colors,
such as pink, green, blue, and
while were used. The second
table was busy drawing parts of a
kitchen, such as the cabinets,
pots and pans, windows, and a
stove. Two groups worked at the
third table. Bizarre cosmo
puppets made from styrofoam
balls, yarn, and other materials
were being created. Dark cities
with rain, martians, and
spaceships were also being
drawn. Imagination has played a
key role in the development of all
these characters.
The workshop has not only been
a learning experience for the
children, but for the student
teachers as well. They are all in
Art 442, taught by Virginia
Mitchell. Switching on and off, a
student is able to be the teacher
one day, while being an assistant
for two days beforehand. Ms.
Mitchell observed her students as
they taught. Cindy Krott, a
student aide, remarked that
"This will help us when we go into
student teaching. This has been
worthwhile because it's not like a

characters-so diverse!" said
Mrs. Wall. 'I believe thai
children are our future," sings
Ceorge Benson. Perhaps the
audience will believe it too when
they see all that has been created
from these young minds.

David
Nairne
counted
onus.
WfeYe
counting on
you.
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Varied Media Displayed
In Faculty Art Exhibit
By CINDY CUMINS
Aunt Joy Courted in a belief that "There's an elegance
cemetery"...a
bit
morbid in simplicity." Miss Mitchell is
perhaps but an interesting now exploring another aspect of
composition when captured on weaving called "IKAT" in which
canvas. This painting by Mrs. the design is dyed into the yarn
Janice I>emen of the Ixnigwood before the weaving process.
Art Dept. names but one of the Among the most creative
many works of art now being work exhibited were the pencil
displayed in the Faculty Art drawings and paintings by Dr.
Exhibit. The exhibit can be Homer Springer who is in his
found in the I.ancaster Library eighth year of teaching at
and if you haven't seen it yet. a Longwood. One interesting
visit would be more than aspect of his paintings is his use
worthwhile.
of pencil which Dr. Springer feels
Diverse in subject matter, the adds " a clean, crisp quality" and
exhibit contains not only pleasing contrasts in texture to
paintings, but photographs, his works. His paintings are a
ceramics, metal work, weaving mixture of the abstract and
samples, sculpture and more. traditional
of
painting,
Though time did not provide a employing the use of circular
chance to visit all the artists shapes, intricate design patterns
contributing work to the exhibit and flowers within his work. The
those interviewed added an extra depth of color found in his
insight to their work.
paintings he creates by the use of
David Alexick. now in his eighth layered acrylic glazes.
year of teaching at Ixmgwood
Perhaps the most intrigueing of
lent the most varied collection of his work is a pencil drawing
work to the exhibit, displaying entitled "Carte de Viste."
paintings, ceramics and weaving Inspired
by
some
old
samples. Though trained as a photographs he found at an
painter. Dr. Alexick admittedly antique show. Dr. Springer
prefers his work with ceramics. developed the subjects into a
Perhaps the most fascinating composition which contains
ceramic work he displays is a variations in texture, tone and
rectangular piece entitled "Slab line quality of the photograph
Piece." Covered with unique like subjects. His depiction ol
imprinlations which he devised cupid entitled. "Cupid" which is
himself using clay stamps and an outgrowth of a subject found
shells. Dr. Alexick describes the "Carte de Visite" reveals more ol
pattern as "almost a kind of the imaginative aspect of Dr.
writing I'd created." Feeling that Springer's work. An artist who
ceramics has fewer "pre- enjoys his work Dr. Springer
established ideas" than painting, does not create to make a
he says of his ceramic creations, statement but says that if he had
"I do them because I love a statement to make, it would be
them.. I'm not a production line "Smile."
potter... each piece is unique."
"Aunt Minnie Had those Sad
Much in contrast to the earthen Eyes" and "Pappa was the Catch
quality of his pottery. Dr. of the County" are titles of two
Alexick still life's, "Still Life in within a series of paintings by
Green and
Yellow;
and Janice I^men, now in her thirty"landscape in Pink and third year of teaching at
yellow''are
abstract I xingwood (the longest in years of
compositions using pure color. As service at the campus). Inspired
one who enjoys the freedom of not bv a family photo album, most of
being
bcund
to
natural Miss lumen's printings are part
colorations and traditional of a collection of paintings which
composition, Mr. Alexick likes to maintain a family portrait
Her
paintings
think of his work as an theme
"autonomous, free statement" predominently utilize a soft
which he feels will allow his edged technique and employ
paintings to "keep on being and pastel colors.
growing" in the eyes of the
Viewing her paintings, one is
viewer. When asked if his work apt to become lost in a kind of
was intended to make a continuing family saga retained
statement Dr. Alexick replied, "I on canvas, the titles of which
really try to make no pre- create only a greater attraction
conceived message" and that for the viewer. Mrs. Iiemen, who
often the content of his work cannot remember when she
"emerges from the working wasn't interested in art, enjoys
process."
becoming interested in particular
Have you ever wondered how themes and "playing them out "
many variations may be Though painting for forty-five
contrived from a basic "twill" years, she says she is still
threading on a loom? If you're learning about color and ways
interested in weaving, then you that she can express different
should see the samples being aspects of painting.
displayed by Miss Mitchell who is
in her third year of teaching at
Photographs by Jim Silman,
I/ongwood. Miss Mitchell, who Elizabeth Flynn, Charlotte
refers lo her work as the product Hooker and Carolyn Wells add
of an action—reaction project yet another creative facet to the
which she hopes will open new faculty show. The pitcher in
aspects of weaving to students sterling and Rosewood by Mark
interested in that art, wanted to Baldridge is alone worth seeing.
discover the many variations There are photographs by
possible through varying color Barbara Bishop, head of the
pattern and yarn size of a twill l-ongwood Art Dept., Silk Screens
threading. Twill is a fabric by Jackie Wall and abstract
pattern containing a diagonal sculptures by Conway Thompson.
ridge in the fabric used often in
The time, talent and creativity
woolens. Unlike many other required to produce such an
aspects of art, Mitchell says that informative and enjoyable
when weaving, one must exhibit such as this is evident in
work with a new set of criteria; every aspect of the presentation.
color relations and combinations
The Faculty Art Exhibit will
for example, perform very continue through Dec. 14 and is
differently in fabrics than in open to the viewing public.
paint. Her samples exemplify her
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Tired But Satisfied, Soccer
Team Ends Season
By Margaret Hammersley

concentrating on team soccer."
A tired but satisfied soccer Because they were behind,
team ended its first varsity Williamson felt that each man
season last week with two games, tried to take up all the slack
one on the road and one at home. himself. The coach added that the
After a two-day postponement, team was "worn out because of
Ixmgwood travelled to Hampden- the condition of the field." As HSydney last Thursday to suffer a SC could substitute freshmen,
shut out defeat. On a slick, LC. was handicapped.
muddy field, H-SC destroyed
Scoring in the second half for
Ding wood.
H-SC was Randolph, assisted by
The two teams were anxious to Osgood; Devine, assisted by
play one another. During the first Holt;
Ferrar, unassisted;
half Ixmgwood played team ball Clough, unassisted; Crowder,
and did not lose sight of the unassisted; and Babashak,
possibility of a victory. On H-SC's unassisted.
first two goals the defense fell
"Hobbling" from Thursday's
victim to the mud as Adams and physically
taxing
game,
Molt scored. The final goal of the Ix)ngwood met the University of
first half was scored as H-SC's North Carolina-Greensboro on
Devinc located a hole in the the home field last Saturday.
Ixmgwood defense and put the I -using the last match, Ixmgwood
ball in. The score was 0-3 at the kept UNC-G down to one goal,
half.
playing a "better" game than
Trouble came to I>ongwood they had Thursday.
during the second half. From the
The one goal came close to the
second minute into play until the end of the first half as Goalie link
last eight minutes of play, saved the kick slapping the ball
Ixmgwood was helpless against out, but another UNC-G man
H-SC and their six additional kicked it again, bouncing over
goals.
Link's head into the net to score.
Coach Williamson cited two The score was 0-1 at the half.
factors responsible for the team's
During the second half, in the
defeat. "They lost the mental snow, Ixmgwood could not move
edge of soccer; they were into her own offensive area, yet
striving to catch up rather than held UNC-G scoreless in their

offensive zone.
Coach Williamson commented.
What hurt us Saturday, and
what's hurt us all year long, is
that we have no strong clearing
ability; we have no exceptionally
strong kicker."
With a 3-6-1 record after a long
season, the team "took more
licks than they gave," yet the
coach added, "In every game I
could see some improvement."
Proud is the only way to
characterize the coach after this
season, "I'm proud of the guys,
I'm proud of the way they got out
there and worked." Praising the
team for learning to work
together, he added an extra word
for D.J. I.indsey for exhibiting
the most team spirit, and for
Richard Hunt as being the most
consistent player.
Coach
Williamson
was
enthusiastic about the support
the team received from the
college community. Now he is
looking to the next season with
excitement.
In numbers at the end of the
season, David Komornik was the
highest scorer with eight goals.
Mark Conte scored five goals,
Richard Hunt scored four goals,
Steve Nelson two, and Jerry
Gilleland one goal.

SPORTS

Six Riders Take Ribbons
By DEBBIE NORTHERN
Six out of the eight Ix)ngwood
Riding team members received
ribbons in the Intercollegiate
Horse Show held at Southern
Seminary Junior College on
Saturday.
High Point rider was I/eslie
Henry with five points. The team
total was 16 points.
Riders winning ribbons were:
Kathie Marth. sixth in Novice

Equitation on flat; Julie Tracy,
third in Novice over fences;
Lelsie Henry, second and Alice
Bartlett. fifth in Advanced WalkTrot-Canter; and Sally Ix>we.
third in Beginning Walk-TrotCanler.
Mr. Fred Litton, co-coach with
Ms. Sally Bush, advised the team
at the show. Their next show is
December 4 against RandolphMacon Women's College.

Volleyball Team Ends
Season With Tourney

2nd In I'idfwater

Hockey Takes Fourth
In Regionals
Bj DEBBIE NORTHERN
Ending their season at
regionals held at William and
Mary, the Ixmgwood Hockey
Icani placed fourth In then- first
name on Friday, they defeated
Winthrop College 2-0. That
afternoon they took a 4-0 loss to
William and Man Saturda\
morning, alter an excellent
contest, Universit) of North
Carolina-Chapel Hill scored in
ihe lasi feu minutes to defeat I..

into extra points, 15-4,16-18.10-15.
Eastern Menonite defeated
The Longwood Volleyball I/ongwood in three close games,
ended its season this week end at 15-13. 10-15. 12-15.
the VFISW Tournament at
Coach Carolyn Price said,
Ceorge Mason University.
"The two we lost could have gone
Longwood won their first either way." She feels her team
match
against
Virginia did well and did not quit. They
Intermont in two games, 15-8, 15- have played consistantly all
12. They then fell to Hollins, a season.
team they had defeated in
In the small college division,
regular season play. The L C. George Mason placed first.
team did not lose easily, making William and Mary second.
Hollins sweat it out in three Kastern Menonite third, and
games, one of which had to go Hollins fourth place.
By DEBBIE NORTHERN

Brown In Fencing
Semi-Finals

C Ml.

Injuries plagued the L c. team
-nli Wanda Peterson leaving the
William and Mar) game with a
sprained ankle Despite these
res, the team played their
besl and never save up.
ach
Dee
McDonough
commented thai the team did not
\ laj their best against William
Mar) and thai "the)
i Jtplayed us." She fell thai
Rwood s same against
Universit) of North CarolinaChapel Hill was the team's besl of
the week end She added thai it
u.is "unfortunate how the)
scored
It appealed to the
spectators that UNC-CH's firsl
goal was scored off one of then
player's feel and the second goal
was scored when the Ixmgwood
'earn thought a whistle had
blown
Madison defeated William and
Mar) tor first place and the
chance to go to Nationals in
Denver. The tied 1-1 games went
into oven line with two sets of
penalt; corners Madison scored

A key emerging defensive player D. J. Lindsay struggles in
adverse conditions to keep Hampden-Sydney from scoring.
Photo by David Yerkes

By DEBBIE NORTHERN
Three Longwood Fencers
attended
the
Washington
Intercollegiate Open sponsored
by the Washington Fencers Club
on Saturday. Out of 27 fencers
competing in the Tournament.
Dingwood fencer. Alda Brown,
went as far as the semi-finals.
This is the fourth year of
Ixmgwood participating in the
Tournament. Two other I

Hockey teams highest scorer
C.H.
on their first corner in the second
set. and William and Mar> was
unable to score during their try.
UNC-CH placed third.
Ms McDonough, who plays for
Tidewater, A ill he playing in
Denver this month in the Club
team division.
Both hockey teams had n
excellent season. Besides placing
fourth in Region II, the varsity

Terri Voit in game against L'NCPhoto by Debbie Northern
team also placed second at
Tidewater
Senior Terri Voit lead the
regular season scoring with 16
uoals. five of which came in the
Bridgewater game. Freshman
Julie Dayton scored five goals
during the season. Senior Carol
Kilo had four. Senior Terry
Donahue three, one of which was
on an overtime penalty corner.

and Senior Cathy Lowe one
Sophomore Debi Kinzel also
icored a goal when playing
varsity, and lead the JV attack
with five goals. Sophomore
Suzanne Ash followed with four.
Freshman Donna Deats with
three. Freshman Jackie Steer
with two. and Freshmen Jeanne
Nolle and Celeste RodligeZ each
with one.

fencers competed. Ixiurie Delong
and Mary Dillard.
Fencing coach Ms. Sally Bush
feels that this tournament was
good experience for those who
went. They competed against a
lot of •"top-notch" fencers.
Try outs for the fencing team
have already begun. October 8-9
several h. C. fencers will be
attending the
Mary Baldwin
College Fencing Clinic.

defenses did a fine job. Hie
varsity only allowed 15 goals to
lie scored against them in the
regular season, five of these
yoals were scored by William and
Mary. The JV only allowed eight
goals to enter the cage.
Next year the team should also
be very strong since there will be
many returning players. The
team will miss the talents of
graduating Seniors. Terri Voit.
\s the scoring statistics show, Terry Donahue, Cathy Ix>we.
the forward lines on both teams Scottie Capehart. Claire Baxter
worked well together. Also both and (linger Nichlas.
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Welcome Back,
Miss Lang
By DEBBIE NORTHERN
The young, curly-haired lady
grinned sheepishly as she had to
get the department secretary to
give her the key to her office
since she was locked out after
leaving her keys on her desk.
This warm and friendly lady was
Miss Earlene I>ang, one of the
newest additions to the Physical
Education Department.
Miss I.ang is originally from
the eastern part of North
Carolina in a small town named
Walstonburg. She graduated with
a B.A. from this very college and
even earned her M.A. at
I-ongwood.
Since her graduation, she has
ialight at schools in Colonial
Heights and Hope well.
Miss Ixing went into coaching
because she enjoys "working
with players that are in a team
skill level."
In high school, Miss I.ang
played basketball. At I/)ngwood,
in addition to basketball, which is
her favorite sport, she was on the
hockey and archery teams.
Basketball "has changed a lot"
since her college play;says Coach
I.ang. "The season's not as long.'*
But one factor is the same, we
"still play in French gym."
This year Miss Lang is
teaching basketball, archery,
and badmiton techniques,
volleyball officiating, and golf
and tennis service classes. She is
also
the
Intercollegiate
basketball coach this fall and wil.
be i he archery coach in the
spring.
When asked if she felt that

there would ever be a pro
women's basketball league, she
replied. '"I don't know . . . they
now have pro football for
women." At the rate basketball is
expanding. Miss I^ng will not be
surprised at this happening, but
not in the immediate future.
Other recreational pursuits
Miss I>ang enjoys are camping
and boating. She also has a
daschound named Buffy.
"1 like a small college

atmosphere," she commented.
She feels there is more personal
contact at a small college. Miss
I-ang is enjoying Ixwigwood and
feels that she has "a super bunch
of girls on the basketball team."
She wants the Ixmgwood team to
go all the way in stale
competition this year for a
winning season. Also she is even
dreaming of the National AIAW
Tournaments for her team.

Women anticipate exciting basketball season
Photo by Debbie Northern
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McAdams In First Coaching
Season At Longwood
By CARLTON WHITE
"The most important things
in my life are God and nn
religion; my family, and
coaching." This is the
comment of coach William
McAdams when questioned
about what he valued as
miportani
in his life.
Examining his life one will
encounter many interesting
experiences.
William McAdams was bom
in Piltsburg. Pennsylvania.
where he attended Peabody
High School, participating in
football.
baseball
and
basketball. Baseball was his
first love, by loving sports, it
was common for Mr
Mi \dains to play all three
spoils when i heir seasons
started
S'arting off a college career
,i Phoenix Junior College in
Phoenix.
Arizona.
Mr
McAdams received a full
scholarship in football HI pla>
quarterback.
Changing
colleges later la Penn State,
McAdams played freshman
basketball the first year.
being ineligible to play
football
However,
l he
following year McAdams was
able .o add football lo his
sports agenda. After two more
years at
Penn Slate.
McAdams ultimate goal was
finally realized; becoming a
professional baseball player
In I he earlj sixties ai age
I wen ty-one. McAdams signed
with the Baltimore Orioles in
the Klorida State league, a
minor league learn. He played
against players of the caliber
of Peter Hose; Ted Kubik:
and Tom Phoebus. Pitching a
no hitler against Boston was
\oiie of his achievements and

\

later in coaching and scouting
job with the Pitlsburg Pirates
One of
his greatest
experiences of this period was
working with Pie Traynor and
Danny Murtaugh. Pie Traynor
had been responsible toilet ting McAdams work out
with Piltsburg asa high school
senior.
The
working
relationship between I he two
starled in 19M and continued
unlil 1976.
When released by the
Orioles. McAdams returned lo
Virginia ami received his
Bachelor Degree in Physical
Education from George
Washington University v
Mount Kainey, Maryland
Junior High School, he was the
head coach of football and
baseball coach. His other
college jobs were: University
ol Virginia, assistant baseball
coach, received Ins Masters
Degree; Head Football coach
a Crete. Virginia, head
basketball coach at Northern
Virginia (knnmuniiv College in
l%7; Wakefield Hum School
head basketball coach,
assistant football coach: and
Austin Peay University, coordinator of traffic safely and
assistant basketball coach
wi h
responsibilih
of
"""in:: Mr. McAdams lot'
his job o come i(. Ijongwood
ami reiurn to coaching full
line

"liOiigwood is a ver\
excellent institution ihere
should he tremendous growil
in he uex five years."
comments McAdams when
asked how he likes Lmgwood
He
is
happy
abou
prospective advances both
academically and alhlcticalh

Women's Basketball Growing Rapidly
By DEBBIE NORTHERN
Women's basketball has
become one of America's fastest
growing sports. Its growth was
aided by the 1976 Olympics, when
women's
basketball
was
introduced to the games. The U.
S. team placed second after
defeating the Japanese team.
The first Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women
(AIAW)
National
Tournament was held in 1971 with
251 teams striving to go to the
championships. The total number
of teams was 773 by 1977 and is
expected to be around 800 this
year.
In
collegiate
women's
basketball such strongholds as
Immaculata and Delta State are
being challenged by the larger
schools, such as UCLA, NC State,
and University of Tennessee.
The height of college teams has
also grown, with the top teams
having players in the 6*4" to 6'5"
range. The national height of the
players is just under 6 feet. Also
college teams are recruiting
foreign players, for example Old
Dominion has a 6'5" center from
Denmark. Many top team
players have been exposed to
International play in such
competion as the Olympics and
Pan-American games.
This year's AIAW National
Tournament will begin March 1718 at four locations, the Eastern
division at Rutgers, Southern at
Delta State, Central at North
Texas State. The top teams from

each division will meet at Einals
which will be held at UCLA
March 23-25.
Women Sports Magazine has
predicted the top college
women's basketball teams in the
country. At the top, they rank
Wayland Baptist in Plainview,
Texas. In the 1976 AIAW
Nationals they placed second
losing to Champions Delta State.
Last year they missed a
Nationals slot by losing to Baylor,
but still had an impressive 28-5
season record. Wayland Coach
Deen Weese feels that her
defense will have to be tough,
lieading the team will be 6'3"
sophomore center Jill Rankin,
who last year average 14.6 points
per game and 7.1 rebounds per
game. The rest of the team is tall
too; none of the starters are
under 5'11".
In the second spot are three
lime National Champions Delta
State of Cleveland, Mississippi.
They are predicted to do well
even after their loss of 6'3"
Kodak
Ail-American
and
Olympic player Lusia Harris.
Returning to the team are 4'11"
guard Debbie Brock, who shot
84.4 per cent from the free throw
line last year, Cornelia Ward,
who made 51.2 per cent of her
field attempts and 82 per cent
from the line, and5'9V Romana
Von Boeckman with 266 assists.
Following in the line-up is
Montclair State in New Jersey.
Powerhouse player, senior 5'11"
Coral "Blaze" Blazejowski has

returned to the team after
playing on the World Games
team. I^.st year in a game
against Queens, she broke both
the men's and women's scoring
record by putting in baskets
totaling 52 points. In a three year
playing period she scored 1,964
points.
Coach
Maureen
Wendelken will also be relying
this year on the talents of 6'10"
Junior Janice Ternyik for
Montclair.
North Carolina State Coach.
Kay Yow. who coached the West
in the All-Star Game, will be
counting on 6'2" sophomore
Genia Beasley, who was on the
Junior Pan-American team, 6'5"
June Doby and two Virginia
players with experience on the U.
S. team in Taiwan. Ginger Rouse
of Fairfax and Trudi I,acey of
Clifton Forge.
Maryland will also be a lop
contender, trying to match their
men's team status. Coach Chris
Weller will be working with a
team composed of 6'5" center
Krystal Kimmrey and U. S. team
players 5'6" Tara Heiss and 5'9"
Jane Zivalich. Freshmen players
from New Jersey 5T0" I'am
Reaves and 6'1" Doreen Live.
both of whom have been injured,
might be temporarily sidelined.
If so. the Terps have Pan
American team members 5'9"
Betsy Bailey from Virginia and
6'3" Kris Kirchner of New Jerse)
to rely on. I-ongwood will be
scrimmaging
this
team
November 19 in Maryland.

Ranked 6ih is Virginia's DDL
coached by Marianne CrawfordStanley, a former guard from
Immaculala. Playing for the
Monarchs will be 5T1"
sophomore Nancy I/eibennan.
MVP in the Pan-Am games and
an Olympic player in Montreal
To round out this learn is 6'5"
Inge Nissen. 6'0" Dolly Van
Buskirk and Linda Jerome, and
possibly the injured 6'1" Heidi
Doherty will return by midseason. Longwood defeated 01)U
in a dose home court contest last
vear. The Monarchs will host L.
C. February 4. 1978.
Tennessee has a tough, tall
team coached by Pat Head, who
coached the gold metal Junior
Pan-American
team
All
American junior college lorward
Sandy Montgomery will give the
team a boost with her 6'11"
height
Last year's second place
National team, hnnsiana State
University will be a strong
contender, with returning 6*2"
sophomores Maree Bennie
Jackson and Julie Cross. Ix»th of
Australia.
St. Joseph's in Philadelphia has
a small team height-wisei. but
with much hussle ami rebounding
skill, the team should do well.
Team leader 5'5" junior guard
Mary Sue (iarritv averaged 16.5
ppg and 101 defensive steals last
year.
Coach Billie Moore will be
playing mainly a running game
with her UCLA team. They will

be playing a lough schedule
which includes top eastern
schools NC Slate and Maryland
Queens College is .xpectcd lo
do well with Senior <i'2" Allhea
(iwyn, who was a World Games
competitor, returning along with
some other fine players.
Tins season should be one of
women's basketball's finest, bin
one wonders what happens to
these excellent college player i
once ihey graduate" Well, many
become coaches, which is abou
heir only chance lo slay with ngame

Recently though, a dream. ■■
ahead of his lime, tried
produce a
women's
pro
league, the Women's Basketball
Association Jason Frankfort
declared himself WBA Presidei
and went out to form the lea
which was supposedly to 11
last month.
Everything looked jjreal
paper backing the league wi
prestigious promotion linn u
public relations agency. All thi I
was needed to form the lei
the sale ol .. dozen $Sl
franchises and well-know
players But only a iew pi,,
signed up and no one grabbed up
the franchises. The consensus
was that the C S is not ready fo
Frankfurt's idea
\et v
basketball coaches and pla
believe that in the near future
such a league will be possible, but
for now the WBA has fallen due lo
money and organization Nice try
.la son!
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an excellent elaboration of the
prewar (Jerman concentration
99
camp systems and its SS guard
units. This book can provide the
reader with a complete account
(Continued from Page 1)
program on the SS for channel 12. and image of a compelling
In a continuance of his efforts subject in our history. The cover
journals
and
newspapers
throughout the country by Dr. Sydnor is now beginning work of the book is a photograph of an'
January. Princeton Press is on a biography of Reinhard unknown soldier from the SS
already accepting orders from Heydrich. who was Hinunler's division which Dr. Sydnor found
libraries.
colleges
and deputy. Heydrich was the chief of in the West German National
individuals who want to order ;i the Gestapo, and the man who archives. Seen on the uniform of
book. Copies will probably be was responsible for conducting the unknown soldier is the
available in the Longwood most of the organized SS terror insignia of the SS division, a skull
College bookstore later this that was run in the German
occupied area of Kurope between
month.
Di Sydnor hopes "the reader 1939 and 1942. Dr. Sydnor expects
who perserveres through the this project to take him anywhere
Ixiok will have an increased from five to ten years to
Continued from Page 1
understanding of what the SS was complete, because there is such
and how the SS worked as the an enormous amount of research gei away from success ... A poet
central and most important ihat will have to be involved in must be unwell; in some higher
not
be
institution in the Nazi state." He German records. Beyond this Dr. sense he must
comfortable. Unhappiness gives
further hopes "the reader will be Sydnor's interested in a general
abli to see to a certain extent how history of the German-Russian a poet more than happiness ... I
and why SS military units fought conflict, the war between Nazi have a physical need to write... I
as effectively and fanatically as Germany and Soviet Russia. He write for myself, about myself
they did, even in 1944 and 1945 feels that the second world war is and of what I think. Sometimes
when the war was obviously imperfectly understood and little that corresponds with public
hopeless from the German known in the west. Dr. Sydnor demand. Sometimes it doesn't.
standpoint. These characters stated that, "We tend to view the Sometimes when it does, I'm
second world war more in frightened "
fought to the bitter end."
Another of Voznesensky's
terms
than
This book is only one of Dr. American
concerns
is that with the current
S>dnor's creditable projects. He international terms." For that
has published at least three reason he is interested in the demand for poetry "as a staple
articles on SS related topics, one possibility of developing a book necessity," it may fall victim to
which was published in a French on the German-Russian conflict. the dictates of sensationalism
journal, Review of the History of' In addition, he is considering the and mass production. He is now
the Second World War. I-as! year possibility of writing a general calling for a soft poetic voice
attention was focused on Dr. history of 20th century Germany unlike the mass-directed one that
Sydnor due to an historical film for upper level undergraduate becomes hoarse and strained in
trying to reach a large audience
documentary of Adolf Hitler use in college.
all at once. "The time has come
Dr.
Sydnor's
book
centers
on
a
which he worked on with a film
producer at WWHT television very complex period between for it to narrow and deepen."
Dealing in many of his poems
station. Also produced by Dr. 1933 and 1945. of which aspects
Sj dnor was a six minute program are still being uncovered. In with the dissassociation of
concerning the SS for channel 23, deducing this significant period modern man in an impersonal
and a combined effort with Mr. of history Dr. Sydnor has technocracy of prerecorded
Moffett of a thirty minute accomplished the task of creating messages and blinking lights, his
experience with two students
sounds like a sci-fi fairy-tale,
complete with moral. Two
students
had
approached
Voznesensky one day and had
asked him to explain the
workings of his craft - the
PLOWHS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
creative process of his poetry. He
liked them so much and was so
PIIMM 392-4154
impressed by their enthusiasm
ihat he spent several hours
explaining his techniques and
iheories.
A
few
months
afterward,
the
students
returned
"Gifts That Are Different'
and in a dissappointed voice
explained what had transpired
• Jackets- lined & Unfilled
over that half year's time. Prof.
Andrei Kolmogorov. a noted
• l.( Decals
Russian scientist, had been
• I..C. Stationery
working on building a robot that
• Sweatshirts
could be programmed to perform
the semblence of many human
i asks. Vozsenensky's description
of the poetic process had been
baked into a computer card and
fed into the machine. It had

"Soldier Of Destruction

and crossbone, a symbolic
representation reinforcing the
unfavorable image of the group.
The book contains 14 original
photographs obtained from
Germany which have never been
used in any other book before.

comparative study between
later-day Soviet and American
poets at the Woodrow Wilson's
Center's Kennan Institute for
Advanced Russian Studies in
Washington. Along with this
academic undertaking,
Voznesensky recently got a slice
This reading would be
of
the American Pie when he left
appealing not only to the history
his
shoulder tote containing
major, but to anyone with an
poetry,
visa and about $1,000 in a
interest
in
knowing
the
underlying forces and affects of New York City cab on the way
back from the airport. Mayer
war-time experiences.
Fruchter, a cabbie from
( anarsie, returned the bag to the,
poet amidst the scrambling of
pressmen and photographers,
accepting nothing else but an
in
return.
swallowed it, but was unable to autograph
Voznesensky
thanked
him,
spit back out anything that
recalling
Pasternak's
words,
"A
resembled a Vozsenensky poem.
poet
must
lose
in
order
that
he
"And I think," observes
may
find;
My
friend,
I
have
Voznesensky, "that since the
capacity for poetry is something found much more than I lost."
that cannot be programmed,
something that differentiates
man from machine, then man
will always instinctively enlarge
this capacity within himself."
Voznesensky's allegience to DTD YOU KNOW?
poetry is one that he feels was
almost predestined. As a student,
he was preparing to become an About one-half of all
architect at the Institute in fatal highway crashes
Moscow when, in 1957, a fire last year involved
gutted the building destroying all
That's close
of the blueprints there including alcohol.
those of a project Voznesensky to 500 in Virginia.
had been working on. "I believe And with a legal drug.
in symbols," contends the poet,
F.'t.lm***' /»JAP
i understand that architecture
was burned out in me. I became a
poet."
His introduction to the art
SNACK BAR NEWS
came as a small child when his
mother, a specialist in Russian
literature, would read poetry to
Hot Dog
him. especially Pasternak and
Blok, the former who had later
French Fries
had become his friend and
mentor.
16 Oz. Coca Cola
Voznesensky lives with his wife
Zoya in Moscow. They have both
a spacious apartment in town and
96c
a small country house for
entertaining. Frequent trips
Keep The Coke Glass
abroad (when they are allowed I
and a wardrobe more than a cut
above the average countryman
are evidence of the fruits of
Voznesensky's public success. He
avoids the issue of politics while
louring abroad and deals with the
censors from behind his desk or
within the private office of his
own mind.
One of his objectives on this
American tour is to become
acquainted with the United States
Superbly
crafted
by
as a participant rather than as a
Keepsake to symbolize
tourist. During his three month
your love . . . In 14K
stay along with speaking at
gold . . . with the Keepvarious colleges around the
sake
assurance of timecountry, he is working on a

Voznesensky

ROCHETTE'S FLORIST

1.ANSCOTT GIFT
SHOP
i()8 I ligh Street
Farn ville, Va.

OPEN MON.-SAT. 9 A. M. -5 P. M.

JS

Sfi

MATCHING
WEDDING
RINGS

less quality.

QUXED

THURSDAY MORNING

J&W SALES CO
CARTER'S FLOWER SHOP

Lynchburg, Va.

Cordially invites you
to attend their annual
CHRISTMAS OPEN HOUSE

MRS. DORIS
Sunday. Nov. 20,1977
2:00 to 5:00 P.M.

Across from Catholic Church

Refreshments will be served.
Register for 5 door prizes.

ESP. PALM READER AND ADVISOR
Advice given on all affairs of life such as love, marriage,
courtship and business transactions of all kinds.
There is no problem so big she cannot solve.
All readings are private and strictly confidential.
Mrs Doris is located in her private home on U. S. 60, just 2 miles
\\ rot of Cumberland Courthouse.

Keepsake'
Traditional Wedding Kings

For further information and directions call Mrs.
Doris at 1-492-4571.
Pull Life Reading $3.00
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